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Abstract

Development of main knowledge management via social media is one of the most important resource and effective strategy to gain the importance in IT industry around the world. Effective and proper knowledge management process allows the companies of IT industry to give the best effort in their business based on present resources. To the best of the authors’ knowledge, there are few papers that review the concept of knowledge management and social media. Hence, this study aims to critically analyse the various models and theories related to knowledge management and social media for IT organizations. Fundamentally, the capabilities of ICT knowledge management process if developed via social media tools allow the organizations to identify the loopholes and develop proper strategy to remove it. Moreover, knowledge management has great impact on making strategy based on the resource. Involvement of social media tools in developing knowledge management process is more helpful and beneficial for any business organization as they can learn about the evaluation methods of online information into real life example.
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1. Introduction

Several researchers emphasize the role of Knowledge Management (KM) and its processes in achieving organizational competitive advantages (e.g., Barczyk & Duncan, 2011; Altamony et al., 2016; Masada et al., 2015; Obeidat et al., 2016). The uses of knowledge management within the workplace, organization in business environment enable the organizations to achieve their strategic goals and effectively as well as efficiently sustain their business (Abbasi et al., 2015; Tarhini et al. 2015). Necessarily, in order to achieve the specific goals and objectives of the organization knowledge management helps in applying the collective knowledge in business performance (Koenig, 2009; Dalkir, 2011). It also helps in solving the problems and exploring the future growth opportunities (Al-Busaidi & Olfman, 2005; Al-Salti and Hackney, 2011; Alenezi et al., 2015). Apart from that, Heisig (2009) argued in corporate sectors various forms and norms are highlighting the living standard. Knowledge management is the process that typically records the entire data for an organisation and helps in decision making for a particular organisation (Al-Busaidi et al., 2010).

Social media is one of the fastest growing technologies in these present days. Majority of people started using social media in their daily activities. The use of social media by policy makers in organizations allows them to access data and information easily and creates appropriate solutions to overcome the problems related to their business (Zheng et al., 2010; Al-Busaidi, 2010). Social media helps in updating the latest news about IT industry and its business process. Provide innovative techniques as well as service information for future successful development. Thus, social media is become an effective and integral part of knowledge management for organizations (Alalwan et al., 2016). On the other hand, knowledge management is also an effective process that enables the organisation in business sectors to develop proper and effective strategic plan based on the available resources (Kalkan; 2009; Masa’deh et al., 2016). Development of main knowledge management via social media is one of the most important resource and
effective strategy to gain the importance in IT industry around the world. In the corporate sector majority of organizations uses knowledge management system in their workplace due to develop the business and success in future growth (Obeidat et al., 2016).

Based on the above discussion, this study aims to identify and understand the relationship of social media with the knowledge management in IT organisations by critically analyse the various models and theories related to knowledge management and social media for IT organizations. To the best of the authors’ knowledge, there are few papers that review the concept of knowledge management and social media in the IT organizations. This study will be useful for both academia and practitioners as to fill the gap of the incomplete causal relationship between knowledge management and social media in IT organizations. Fundamentally, the capabilities of ICT knowledge management process if developed via social media tools allow the organizations to identify the loopholes and develop proper strategy to remove it.

2. Concept of Knowledge Management

In IT industry, majority of the organisations plays an important role in activating the tacit and explicit concept of knowledge. There are mainly four modes of spiral knowledge management processes such as socialization, combination, internalization and externalization.

2.1 Knowledge Management Process Cycle

The knowledge management processes cycle model provides the important and useful ways to the organisations in IT sectors to organize or making useful decision for business (Nusair et al., 2012; Al-Sarayrah et al., 2016). Lehner and Haas (2010) recognised that knowledge management process cycle models develop the good relationship of the knowledge detection and discovery, assessment and organisation, creation, sharing, refusing and the acquisition. The processes of knowledge management cycle are the valuable methods. It is accepted the terminology of knowledge management that makes the alternative paths for development and improvement in business of IT organisations. The several activities of knowledge management processes cycle play the key role and illustrate the major phases that necessary.

**Creation** – In the business process of an IT organisation, Creation creates the four modes regarding knowledge management processes. These are socializations, combinations, internalization and externalizations. Socialization is the method of tacit knowledge with the new tacit knowledge management process via shared experiences and social interactions. On the other hand, combination mode in knowledge management process with the help of merging creates new explicit knowledge for the IT organisations.

Internalizations are helps in converting the new tacit knowledge and create a explicit knowledge for the organisation regarding their business decision making process. Moreover, externalization mode helps in converting the tacit knowledge into the explicit knowledge. Maier and Thalmann (2010) argued that these four modes works accordingly to the apprentices and make the lesson learned survey reports through sharing and discussion.

**Acquisition** – Three major modes is present in the knowledge acquisition. These are search, sourcing and grafting. Knowledge management acquisition illustrates the various process of searching for new acquiring knowledge from the external sources. Sourcing allows to selects the proper sources from the external knowledge and make the decision for business of IT organisation due to future development. Grafting is the process of adding an individual process. According to Chen et al. (2009), grafting modes describes the individual process of desire knowledge to the IT organisations.

**Refinement** – Several modes are present in the refinement such as culling, encoding, distilling, explication, pruning, revising, etc. The modes of refinement helps the organisations in IT sectors and organized an appropriate format. This set of formats evaluate the explicit knowledge for the organisation in IT sectors. Apart from that, Cater and Cater (2009) argued various modes of refinement involved in business process in IT industry and doing better for the organisation. For example, culling helps in identifying the significant exemplars from the emerging markets. Distilling helps in creating the synopsis of the overall business process. Apart from that, organizing works better for the IT organisations, works for identifying the themes of recurrent, and makes an individual links with the knowledge.

Memory of knowledge management process involves in storing the knowledge for an IT organisation with the help of electronic repositories. Memory helps in storing the embedded business processes, relationship between the organisation and stakeholders and keeps the records of products or services.

**Utilization** – In each organisation in IT sector, required to transfer or share the data with stakeholders due to future
growth. Utilizations, the methods of knowledge management process utilize the data via different modes such as infusion, elaboration, thoroughness, innovations, individual learning etc. Elaborations help in developing the various interpretations in order to growth of business. However, infusion helps the IT organisation in identifying the underlying issues and problems related to their business. Furthermore, thoroughness helps in developing the multiple understanding with the various groups or individuals.

2.2 Knowledge Management and Learning in the IT Organisations

2.2.1 Significant Knowledge Management Consultants

The influence of knowledge management consultants is very vital regarding the development of learning procedures and methodologies employed in IT organisations. Various significant educators emphasised on the system of thinking on processes and connections (Fugate et al., 2009; Al-Gharbi et al., 2009; El-Masri et al., 2015; Almajali et al., 2016). Some argued on the features of organisational learning procedures as the only effective media to understand the relation between the individual components that constitute the whole unit instead of studying the distinct sectors (Nusair et al., 2008; Holfve and Pekar, 2010; Masa’deh et al., 2016). There are certain views on single and double loop learning. The single loop learning is based on organisational activities, but does not provide any innovative ideologies. On the contrary, the double loop learning signifies the ability of critical thinking of distinguished persons within the organisation regarding different modules of learning technology.

Others do not seem to possess a positive attitude on the role of organisations to handle the knowledge in a skilful manner and relate the previous facts. It consider the limitations of organisations and portray the weak points of intricacies regarding certain factors such as hierarchical levels of infrastructure, human attitudes and behaviour, work culture and different descriptions of procedures and so on (Barczyk & Duncan, 2011). Some significant knowledge management are consultants rely on the impact of leadership qualities on organisational loopholes and develop suitable tactics to manage the organisational goals and objectives. The leaders can direct the road to success by means of certain changes in different steps of the processes of knowledge to indulge the eagerness and develop a positive strategy (Chen et al., 2009).

![Figure 1. Knowledge management process model (Source: Barczyk and Duncan, 2011)](image)

There are certain expertises who advocate distinct opinions on the function of management in relation to learning. These educators argue that the most significant methods of learning are the ones that cannot be modified and handled. They give importance to chaos theory that draws attention to some sort of confused states of information technology and non-linear concepts of networking (Chu et al., 2012). There happens to the need of the interference of staff to fill up the gaps of incomplete data and rely on own set of justifications and build a formal structure with the inputs taken from informal source.
2.2.2 Information Age Workplace

The challenges of information age are very effectively solved by the different organisations and business sectors. Knowledge and information are two important concepts to run a business unit in a new and innovative manner. According to modern technologists, the traditional system of monitoring the inputs and outputs are no longer applicable to compete in the present world (Fischer and Reuber, 2011). The organisations have a tendency to develop fruitful strategies to facilitate internal sharing of communicating resources in order to stand as distinct entities in the real world. This is generally termed as knowledge sharing as coined by the technologists of the earlier years. Their goal was to improve certain aspects of knowledge based on information systems and technological advancement (Ractham and Firpo, 2011).

The next generation of knowledge management concepts give stress on certain other factors that is more significant in terms of business development strategies. The idea of anticipation of implementation of certain methodologies proves to be better than the principle of prediction. The management theory of acceptance is gradually changing to the ideology of self-reliance and self-organisation (Holfve and Pekar, 2011; Masa’deh et al., 2015). The modern postulates of business plan give importance to formation of unique ways of learning from the knowledge already gathered from experiences (Zheng et al., 2010). The application of computer systems to develop certain processes based on the principles of knowledge management.

The transformation of an existing system to newer forms depends on the nature of the business enterprises. According to Chen et al. (2009), there are different patterns of organisations that depend on the values of business processes, effective utilisation of appropriate systems, arrangement of types of network and the level of competence to stand among different competitors. The individual capabilities of the members of a functional unit hold significant reference to develop and analyse the facts of observation and draw the relevant inference based on the justified statements. Neto et al. (2009) the models of network vary according to the design and setting of information systems and henceforth require eligible team of professionals who can easily cope up with all kinds of circumstances and adapt the innovative ideas of processing technologies. This enables smooth and accurate formation of the structure of knowledge.

2.3 Performance Measurement

Knowledge management process and its models are very much useful for any kind of business process (Porumbeau, 2010). The major concern of knowledge management is providing the actual value of business’s production or manufacturing process and prove it with proper justifications. For example, an organisation in IT sector implementing the knowledge management process can understand the external demand of the customers. From the stored information, they can provide service to their customer and make appropriate decision for future development and business profits. According to Maier and Thalmann (2010), knowledge management process provides the traditional accounting as well as measurement system to the organisation especially to the IT organisations.

However, traditional system has some significant problems. Traditional system works with the tangible inputs and outputs. It never works with the knowledge of intangible assets. Traditional system is also intended to emphasize the costs of business for IT organisations. Apart from that, various organisations in IT industry implement the knowledge management processes due to increase the work efficiency and profitability as well as sustainability. Accounting and measurement system of knowledge management process not only allow in capturing the potential increase rate of production but also it helps in increasing the intangible assets and the strategic advantages (Arazy et al. 2009). For example, the company Skandia implement the knowledge management process within their business. Moreover, the company also appointed a director of intellectual capital. It allows them in compiling the present matrices indicators with the annual reports. It increases the work efficiency and profitability for Skandia.

In addition, later traditional measurement system focused on the assessing the matrices of knowledge management process and oriented the measurement models significantly. Such kind of model of performance measurement helps in providing the corrective action during the production process and makes the business process efficient. Apart from that, Fugate et al. (2009) acknowledged performance measurement of knowledge management process allows the IT organisation to measure the performance of worker individually and helps in creating the right path of efficiency.

2.4 Boisot’s Knowledge Category Models

Boisot established this model in 198. It considers the knowledge either codified or un-codified. The term codified helps in preparing the knowledge for transmission such as the financial data. However, codified helps in un-diffusing the proprietary knowledge and transmit the data or share within a small group of people. On the contrary, un-codified refers that knowledge management process is not able to prepare the purpose of transmission. Apart from that, this
model suggests the knowledge of un-diffused and un-codified and it refers to the personal knowledge. However, Boisot’s Knowledge Category Model (see Figure 2) diffused and un-codified the knowledge and develop the important process of externalization and socialization (Ractham and Firpo, 2011). Moreover, Boisot’s Knowledge Category Model suggests that knowledge diffusion reflects the dimension of knowledge horizontally within the IT organizations.

![Figure 2. Boisot's Knowledge Category Model (Source: Ractham and Firpo, 2011)](image)

2.5 ADAM’s Model

In business process of IT organisations ADAM’s model helps in understanding the details of trade-off between the E-learning perceptions and the users. This model is based on the knowledge management information sensitivity. However, ADAM’s model is used in business process of IT organisations in order to evaluate the several applications of E-learning such as video conferencing, virtual reality, e-resources etc.

![Figure 3. Adam’s model of knowledge management (Source: Neto et al. 2009)](image)

This model allows the company in IT industry to transmit the data with stakeholders and make appropriate solutions for business. For example, most of IT organizations in the world use ADAM’s model in their knowledge management process due to interact with the stakeholders for sharing or interacting with them. It helps them to make better decision for future development.

Neto et al. (2009) stated that, the users of Adam’s model is never used the system actively. They are always unaware about the transmission of data. Primary method of Adam’s model is the concept and philosophy of information
sensitivity. It allows the users for perceptions about the data transmission confidentially. If the users aware about the data transmission, they can firmly percept the external resources and uses it confidentially for business improvement. Moreover, Coakes et al. (2010) argued that user’s judgement in the level of information sensitivity are the binary. For instance, it may be the private or not.

On the other hand, Chen et al. (2009) stated that user’s judgement at the information sensitivity level are multi-dimensional. It indicates that the users send or receives the data to others and able to manipulate the data based on the external resource perceptions. This process is called the information receivers. On the contrary, when the users perceived the used data for sharing or collecting information the process will be information usage.

Moreover, the context technology of Adam’s model enables its users to understand the issues related to business (Holfve and Pekar, 2011). For example, within the knowledge management system, Adam’s model makes a virtual reality context. It enables the anonymous information for business development in future at IT organisations.

Maier and Thalmann (2010) mentioned that, all the factors helps to interact the contextual issues from the overall perception of trust, sharing potential and privacy. For example, organisations in IT industry trust their consumers but never invade their information with the customers. On the other hand, Fugate et al. (2009) recognised that virtual environment of Adam’s model provides the benefits of remote location that enables the farm in business sectors for collaborating with the stakeholders and share the artificial environment information with them.

2.6 WIIG Model for Building and Using Knowledge

Karl Wiig develops the WIIG knowledge management model for using and building the knowledge. There are present four key principle of this model such as completeness, connectedness, congruency and purpose and perspective. Lehner and Haas (2010) stated that these four key elements make the knowledge management system more valuable and useful as well as powerful. On the contrary, Neto et al. (2009) argued that these principles help in organizing the knowledge management process within the business of IT organisations.

However, WIIG model is helps in defining the different levels of knowledge management process of internationalization. Therefore, it is also the further refinement of knowledge spiral for internationalizations. The span of internationalization level is classified into different modes such as expert, novice, master, and beginner and competent. A novice mode of WIIG model is unaware about the available knowledge within system and do not know to use it.

A beginner know the available knowledge within system but do not know about the reason of exist. Competent understand the available knowledge and documents it for helping the people. Experts help in holding the knowledge into memory and understand about the exact place for applying. Apart from that, Coakes et al. (2010) acknowledged the process of WIIG model maintain a hierarchy of knowledge where consists the forms of public, personal and shared knowledge. However, each form involves four type of knowledge management system such as exceptional, methodological, factual and exceptional.

Completeness – Chen et al. (2009) highlighted that completeness of WIIG model is help in identify the related available knowledge from the external sources. The sources might be tacit or explicit knowledge. It varies from human minds to base of knowledge. Completeness tools of WIIG model first assures the available knowledge and then completes the knowledge with the help of entire available information.

Connectedness – The term connectedness of WIIG model denotes the well defined and well understands of relationship between the different objectives. Most of objectives in knowledge management system connected with each other coherently (Chu et al. 2012). It provides the greater value to knowledge base.

Congruency – in order to judge the links between different objectives congruency discussed the entire facts, values, concepts and perspective of knowledge base. However, majority of content does not meet with the knowledge base details.

Purpose and Perspective – This phenomenon helps in justifying the particular point of view due to specific purpose. Purpose and Perspective helps in organizing the dual dimension of knowledge base on knowledge management process.

2.7 The Choo Sense Making Knowledge Management Model

In knowledge management process, Choo Sense Making Knowledge Management Model is mainly focuses on sense making, decision making and creation of innovative idea for business in IT industry. According to Choo (1998), in order to know the organisation in better way and make it sustainable, need to use of information strategically. For knowing the organization three areas has to focus such as creation of knowledge, decision-making and sense making.
These three elements are highly inter-connected and play the key strategic role in enfolding of knowledge vision of IT organisations. However, these are playing the potential role in knowledge creation and have the great commitment on consequence decision making. Moreover, there are many inference of decision-making theory but few of them are strongly highlighted such as:

- The process of decision-making is driven via searching. It provides the alternatives path that good enough and satisfactory. Furthermore, decision-making process helps in seeking the optimal solutions.
- In the emergence of costs and trade off single alternatives implies in concomitantly.
- Decision making process provides the complete decision about the required information. In order to execute the information process of human capacity requires.

As stated by Fugate et al. (2009), the process of decision making execute the action of success for organisations in IT sector.

**Sense Making** – Sense making concern the long-term goals for IT organisations. Sense making provides the information within knowledge base to the organisations to adopt and continuously run in a dynamic way. Moreover, the activities of sense making interpret with the complex environment and enables in understanding the possible changes in business for future development. However, sense making helps in understanding the scenarios and trends of the customers and suppliers in business. Coakes et al. (2010) stated that sense making of knowledge management reduce the uncertainty and manages the ambiguity.

**Knowledge Creation** – In knowledge management process, knowledge creation process allows in creating the information that generates the new knowledge learning methods. New knowledge generates the new abilities and new capabilities for the organisations due to create new service and products. Moreover, it improves the existing service in IT industry. Chen et al. (2009) argued that in IT organisations, knowledge creation redesigns the overall processes.

**Decision Making** – This process is the most important in knowledge management model. Through the decision-making organisation in IT industry, can choose the appropriate option for future development (Neto et al. 2009). Moreover, in an IT organisation decision-making process constrained through the rationally principle.

### 3. Concept of Social Media

As stated by Anderson (2009), social media allows the users to describe and share the content over websites. There are various popular social media networking websites such as Facebook, Twitter, MySpace, Friendster, etc. In order to share video and photo easily and quickly, social media network also includes Flickr, Picasa, Photobucket, YouTube, etc. However, in relation to share the news and various online resources different websites such as Wikipedia, Webopedia, Digg are involved in social media networking. Apart from that, it has been seen that Google purchased YouTube that is called the world largest video streaming website (Zheng et al. 2010).
3.1 Social Network Analysis

In the business process of IT organisations, due to the development of knowledge management processes, the theory of social media network allows the owner of the company in getting an individual idea from the connected actors (Holfve and Pekar, 2011; Al-Dmour et al., 2016). Through social media, the IT organisations are able to develop knowledge management process using the various mathematical models and structure. Social media also allows the IT organisations to evaluate the process in the right way and develops the system accurately (Donovan and Henley, 2010).

In a community, social media analysis treats the actors individually and develops a good relationship between the organisations and communities. However, Contractor (2009) recognised that social media formed at different levels such as communities, nations, families and individual people. It allows the organisations in IT industry to communicate with each other and exchange the idea as well as financial, etc. Due to development of knowledge management system, social media helps in understanding the best way of developing along with its benefits and demerits in the business case.

Apart from that, Li (2010) argued following are the mathematical calculation of social media network in order to develop the knowledge management system in IT organisations.

- The social media network allows the nodes to connect with each other and perform closely. This process is called closeness.
- The social media network makes possible all ties such as community, nation, family and individual within the network.
- The extent of one node is present between the gaps of two nodes.

The above mention mathematical calculation demonstrates the positions of structural and importance individually. However, the given calculation of social media network improves the network structure. This is helpful for developing knowledge management process in IT industry (Barczyk and Duncan, 2011). Minimization of gap or loophole indicates the incarceration rate of efficiency for developing the knowledge management system. In relation to measure the indices within the social media network one network analysis software is present such as UCINET.

Apart from that, Arazy et al. (2009) indicated that the traditional social media network analysis demonstrates the organisational structure as a node within the network. Moreover, Brzowski et al. (2009) argued that social media is the solidification and materializations of comments, chatters, review, etc. In the current scenario of IT business, the framework of multidimensional social media network is important and much crucial (Arazy et al. 2009). It allows the owner of IT organisations to interact between the information artefacts and the social media users. Using the social media network, IT organisations are able to interact with the communities and perform their mathematical calculation for developing knowledge management system. For example, IT organisations can understand the important pieces...
based on sharing ideas of many people.

According to the theory of Chen et al. (2009), the transmission of rumour in social media network defines the speed and accuracy that mostly affected in the network. However, this theory allows in understanding the mental sets of users within social media network. Connecting the rumour transmission to online social networking websites informed the IT organisations in business to use the best methods of developing the knowledge management system and promoting the organisation into the word-of-mouth (Carter and Carter, 2009). On the other hand, recently different application of multidimensional social network analysis helps in generating faithful result for business organisations.

3.2 Social Penetration Theory

Altman and Taylor have proposed social penetration theory in 1987. This model is help in developing the better relationship between organisations and communities. This theory provides different way where organisations in IT industry communicate with other. Social penetration theory mainly focused on the dyadic and individual levels in relationships. However, this theory aggregates the organisational level due to the development of knowledge management system.

Social penetration theory, using the peeling off layers runs the process continuously and helps the IT organisation in identifying the benefits as well as the demerits of knowledge management system. As argued by Bohnert and Ross (2010), social penetration theory allows the organisations to start with the visible, public and the information on superficial such as the advantage of DBMS (Data Base Management System), DSS (Decision Support System) etc and allow in choosing the best knowledge management process according to organisational behaviour.

Moreover, social penetration theory allows the organisations in IT industry to progress the relationship with external environment slowly and enter into the deepest level. Furthermore, Broughton et al. (2011) stated that social penetration theory could design the best social network for IT organisations in online social world. It separates the different layers of information. With the help of social penetration theory, certain important information can be disclosed for the public due to the development of knowledge management system via social media. Apart from that, social penetration theory helps in determining the different levels of relationships of communication frequency and mode of operations in online social websites (Zheng et al. 2010). For example, recently it is identified that privacy of lawsuit in Facebook highlighted the various importance such as the layered of intimacy levels of social penetration theory. It discloses the private information.

Moreover, Brown and Vaughn (2011) argued that, social penetration theory of social media network helps in penetrating the deepest relationship into personal and private matter for the organisations in business sector. It indicates that trust will be developed and exposes the vulnerabilities. According to Chamberlain (2012), in online social websites penetration goes through into different level such as affective level, exploratory affective level, sable level, orientation level, etc.

**Affective Level** – In this level, social penetration theory starts to work with the personal and private matters. Penetration uses different idioms in this level. Several arguments as well as criticism arise in this stage. It sometimes
touches the intimation level of online social network.

**Exploratory Affective Level** – Here, social penetration theory start to express the personal attitude about the development of knowledge management system via social media in IT organisations. This might be truthful or not. Sometime it comforts for IT organisations and sometimes its last bare. In this stage, social penetration theory allows the organisations in IT industry in bringing the good relationship with community.

**Stable Level** – In this level, social penetration theory moves the relationship into personal things where people can share their views and ideas related to development of knowledge management system in IT industry via social media. Moreover, CIPD (2013) stated that, social penetration theory in online social websites predicted the reactions of emotional of one person.

**Orientation Level** – In this level, social penetration theory allows the organisation in playing the safe role (Brzowski et al. 2009). The forms of norms of appropriateness and the standards of desirability of social media network can play safe and talk simple.

### 3.3 Social Exchange Theory

In online social websites, the entire social media network depends on the providing content by the users. Moreover, social media network is depending based on the fundamental of user’s motive and understanding. The theory of social exchange originated the studies of social exchange and its exploring with the users of social media network and organisations in IT industry. The theory of social exchange is used by the organisation in corporate sectors for developing the framework of cost-benefits. However, it provides the various alternative ways of communicating with the community (Zheng et al. 2010). Social exchange theory helps in understanding the bonds and relationships between business farm and community in corporate sector. Moreover, social exchange theory demonstrates the entire scenario of communities and its forms through the exchange of communication.

On the other hand, the behaviour of social exchange theory contributes the assessment of cost benefits in social exchange and successful development of knowledge management system via social media in IT organisations (Arazy et al. 2009). Implementation of social exchange theory in development of knowledge management system, organisations in IT industry can communicate or exchange the contingent actions (Barczyk and Duncan, 2011). However, it allows in analyzing the mutual reinforcement via the framework of micro-economic. In order to development of knowledge management system in IT organisations, social exchange theory provides the monetary rewards such as conformity, opportunity acceptance and prestige.

Apart from that, Clark and Roberts (2010) argued that, social exchange theory is a behaviour of social media that allows in exchanging ideas, views, opinions etc. In IT industry, social exchange theory gives the director of organisation to share the view about development of knowledge management system and its benefits in business. This process influence the work tends of IT organisations and generates the equilibrium to the exchange balance. However, in business of IT organisations, social exchange theory gives the framework of cost benefits and changes their behavior.

![Diagram of Social Exchange Theory](http://ijba.sciedupress.com)
This is the reason of engagement social exchange theory in social media. It proposed the best way of implementation new IT system in organisation. Social exchange theory gained the reputation of IT organisation and influence to implement the knowledge management system in business process.

In addition, social exchange theory helps in testing the validity and implementation benefits of knowledge management system in IT organisations. Social exchange theory provides some important hierarchy of the views of users related knowledge management system \( (Ahmed \text{ et al.} \ 2010) \). Moreover, the theory of social exchange seeks the information and engages it in making an affective knowledge management process in business of IT organisations. In addition, the organisation in IT industry is able to share the ideas with social media networking users and make their development process of knowledge management more useful.

The process of sharing ideas makes the organisations in IT industry to simplify their development process of knowledge management and forwarding the content. For example, Facebook gives the facilities of open graph where users can like and comment. This method firmly gives the advantage of developing process proactively.

3.4 Pseudo Theories

Social media network is the fastest changing landscape in this world. According to Davison \textit{et al.} (2011), social media landscape is the innovative idea that execute in low cost as well as the era of social media is open source. People can share the ideas over social media network and get the relevant idea for individual activities. In business process, generally it is identified that long distance becomes the major problems. The IT organisation faces many challenges to serve better to the consumer and communicate with the stakeholders.

In addition, IT organisations willing to develop the knowledge management process in their business \( (Kaplan \text{ and Haenlein,} \ 2010) \). Social media will be the affective tools of developing knowledge management in IT organisations. Social media allows the company to interact with communities in low cost and get the relevant and useful information for development of knowledge management system \( (Arazy \text{ et al.} \ 2009) \). Social media reduce the slow process and minimize the challenges that faced by the company. Through the social media network, IT organisations get the actual and innovative idea for development of knowledge management system \( (Barczyk \text{ and Duncan,} \ 2011) \). Here, represent the two frameworks such as social-graphic framework and framework line of social media landscape for making the sense and demonstrates the usefulness.

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textbf{Social-graphic Framework} – The major contributors of social-graphic framework are Altimeter group. However, Kaplan and Haenlein \textit{(2010)} argued that in order to develop the business successfully, knowledge management is the best way. Social media will be the better strategy of development of knowledge management system rather than demographic, psychographic, geographic etc. The managers and the marketing directors of IT organisations has to understand the social websites where people pay their attention most. Social graphic is the major contributor of developing social media theory in social network. Moreover, they have to identify the engagement of sharing data, producing, commenting etc.
  \item \textbf{Line of framework} – This strategy allows the managers of IT organisations in linking with the community and collects the relevant information. Apart from that, Leonardi \textit{(2009)} indicated that the line of framework provides the three stage of traditional funnel such as considerations, purchase and awareness. It influences the IT organisation in decision making for development of knowledge management system in bringing the speed in business. Moreover, this tool allows the IT organisations in making the concept of developing knowledge management system and treat after implementation. Use of social media allows the IT organisation to find out the results and some experience of using knowledge management system in business. This feedback cycle method drives the benefits for developing knowledge manage system in IT organisations.
\end{itemize}

On the contrary, these two frameworks affect on the development of knowledge management via social media network. Use of social media network allows the IT organisation about the required framework for implementing knowledge management process \( (Chen \text{ et al.} \ 2009) \). Moreover, the frameworks of social media network specify the exact methods developing knowledge management system. These two frameworks of social media network also influence the ways of post consumption of knowledge management.

3.5 McLuhan’s Media Theory

The great Canadian philosopher and educator proposed a famous quote in 1995 that the media is the message \( (Chen \text{ et al.} \ 2009) \). According to Alessandro and Ralph \textit{(2009)}, media is able to transfer the content to community and society rather than actually and individual. Media allows the organisation in communicating with the nations and people and interact the frequency of new communication pattern.
In addition, Ahmed et al. (2010) argued that media has an emerging affect on society as well as business. Marshall McLuhan separates the media into two different categories such as hot and cool media. In order to exert the viewer effort IT organisations need to understand the benefits of several media content such as cartoons, seminars, television etc. It helps the managers and directors of IT organizations in making a sense of developing knowledge management process within their business.

![McLuhan’s Media Theory](source)

Apart from that, Leonardi (2011) suggested that if the IT organisations use social media in developing the knowledge management system in business, they can easily transfer the result, content and materials. For instance, LinkedIn is the process of micro blogging service. Here people share their ideas related to their business through blog with 140 characters limit service. Sites where several managers of different company share their opinion and ideas related the professional blogging to different business. In addition, LinkedIn is the service of update news regarding business such as Microsoft announced to invest in Facebook.

Broughton et al. (2011) acknowledge that as several managers of different company from different region share the view in LinkedIn, IT organisations is able to realize the actual process of development of knowledge management system. Moreover, use of social media service allows the IT organisation to get new ideas of knowledge management and its benefits. Moreover, social media service allows the IT organisations in adopting the attitude of acceptance towards the behaviour and technologies.

4. Conclusion

This study aims to assess the relationship between the knowledge management system (KMS) and social media in IT organizations. In this regard, this study critically analysed the various models and theories related to knowledge management. This study is useful for both academia and practitioners as to fill the gap of the incomplete causal relationship between knowledge management and social media in IT organizations. Fundamentally, the capabilities of ICT knowledge management process if developed via social media tools allow the organizations to identify the loopholes and develop proper strategy to remove it. Hence, developing knowledge management process via social media brings a massive growth in business of IT organisations. Through social media, IT organisations are able to understand the accurate way of implement knowledge management system. It helps in future success of IT organisations and reduces the slow business process worldwide.
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